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THE CENTENARY YEAR

The preparations for the Institute’s great feast—the 100th anniversary 
of its founding—had been carried on for quite a number of years by the 
Institute’s staff. They concentrated efforts to carry out the Institute’s working 
programmes and achieve scientific and practical results worthy of the occasion. 
The Institute’s headquarters, a monument of architecture, has been restored 
and equipped with up-to-date installations and instruments costing twenty 
five million Forints*.

The first solemn act of the jubilee took place on the 6th of May, 1969 when 
the Institute was decorated with the Red Challenge Flag of both the Hungarian 
Trade Union’s Council and the Council of Ministers. A symbole of recognition 
of the Institute’s fruitful activities, this Flag was presented to the Institute’s 
staff by D r . F e r e n c  L é  vár d  y , minister of heavy industry, in the presence 
of D r . Sá n d o r  B e c k l , secretary of HTUC and D r . L o r án d  Jó k a i , secretary 
general of the Hungarian Civil Service Workers’ Union.

The celebration of the Institute’s Centenary by the country’s geological 
organizations took place on June 18, 1969: the 100th anniversary of its founda
tion. In the forenoon of that day the Earth Sciences and Mining Division of the 
Hungarian Academy held a f e s t i v e  m e e t i n g  in the Institute’s assembly 
hall, where Academician E. Sz á d e c z k y -K a r d o s s , Division Secretary, in his 
address, expressed his appreciation for the Institute’s scientific activities. 
During the meeting, the Council of Ministers’ decision was announced on the 
decorations to be allotted to some prominent members of the Institute’s 
staff.

The golden medal of the Order of Labour was given to:
Dr . J. Fülöp, corr. memb. Ac. Sei., director 
Dr. M. Föld vári-V ogl, department head 
Dr. Z. Schréter, retired senior scientist.

The silver medal of the Order of Labour was assigned to:
Dr . J. K onda , cand. geol.-min. sei., deputy director 
Dr . A. Tasnádi K ubacska, section head.

* For comparaison, let us quote that for the construction of a six-storey building 
which is to serve as headquarters to the Geophysical Institute, 28,000,000 Forints have 
been provided by the Government.
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The bronze medal of the Order of Labour was allotted to:
Dr . G. H ámor, cand. geol.-min. sei., department head 
R. H etényi, section head.

After the meeting, in the vestibule, memorial marble tablets and the 
bronze busts of the late directors M ik sa  H antken  and L ajos L óczy Sr . 
designed by sculptor Z sigmond K isealudi Stróbl were unveiled.

In the afternoon of the same day a s p e c i a l  g e n e r a l  m e e t i n g  
devoted to the Centenary was convened in the Hungarian Geological Institute. 
After the presidential address by Dr . E. N emecz speeches were also delivered 
by the representatives of the fellow societies of related sciences:

V. Bese of the Society of Hungarian Geophysicists
Gy . Illés of the Hungarian Hydrological Society
Dr . S. Láng of the Hungarian Geographical Society and the Speleological Society
Dr . G. Sohay of the Association of Hungarian Chemists
Dr . I. Szabolcs of the Pedological Society of the Hungarian Association for 

Agricultural Sciences.

D r . Gy . Martos addressed the meeting in the name of the Mining and 
Metallurgical Association and awarded the Centenary-celebrating Institute 
the Zsigmondy Memorial Medal of the Association. In the evening the Hunga
rian Geological Society gave a reception in the honour of the Institute’s 
representatives.

The i n t e r n a t i o n a l  celebrations of the Centenary took place in 
September. The first circular, printed in five languages, had been distributed 
beforehand. After that, additional circulars, providing further details, were 
sent to those who had answered the first circular. Beside ceremonies, interna
tional colloquia and other technical meetings were organized, first of all on 
subjects in which, beyond learning about the recent achievements of foreign 
scientists, we could hope to make ourselves contributions to further i advance 
in the given branches of science. Among other meetings, the Day of the Geolo
gical Institutes o f the World, was organized, the first initiative of this kind 
ever made. Co-organizers of this meeting were the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences, the Central Geological Office, the Hungarian Geological Society, 
the Hungarian Commission for UNESCO, and the Hungarian Trust of Alumi
nium Industry.

From 3 to 8 September, the Hungarian Geological Institute organized the 
COLLOQUIUM ON M EDITERRANEAN JURASSIC STRATIGRAPHY

The topics of the Colloquium included:
1. Research of Mediterranean Jurassic sequences on the basis of standard sections.
2. Studies in Jurassic facies and presentation of facies maps.
3. Stratigraphic subdivision of the Malm series and the Jurassic-Cretaceous boun

dary in the Mediterranean facies realm.

In the Colloquium 118 specialists of 19 countries took part. After the 
inaugural address of Prof. Dr . B. Géc zy , secretary of the Organizing Commit
tee, the Colloquium was addressed by its convolver, director Dr. J. Fülöp,
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chairman of the Organizing Committee, who delivered a lecture reviewing 
the Jurassic in Hungary. The Commission on Stratigraphy and the Inter
national Union of Geological Sciences, was represented by its president, Aca
demician V. V. M enner  (USSR), the Subcommission on Jurassic Stratigraphy, 
Commission on Stratigraphy, by chairman P. L. Maubeuge  (France), the 
Committee on Mediterranean Mesozoic Stratigraphy by invited chairman J. 
R icotjr (France). All of them took the floor.

The Institute’s director handed over centenary memorial medals and 
books on the Institute’s history to prominent members of the Colloquium as 
a sign of his appreciation of their outstanding scientific activities: D. V. A ger 
(United Kingdom), J. H. Callomon (United Kingdom), M. Collignon  
(France), D. T. D onovan (United Kingdom), A. H allam  (United Kingdom), 
G. J. K rymgoltz (USSR), P. L. M aubeuge (France), V. V. M enner  (USSR), 
R . M outerde (France), J. R odgers (USA), T. T heobald  (France), H. 
T intant  (France), A. L. T zagarelli (USSR).

49 papers were submitted to the Colloquium. They were grouped by topics 
and presented orally in four parallel sections. Scientists of worldwide reputation 
such as D. V. A ger (United Kingdom), M. Collignon  (France), G. J. K r y m 
goltz (USSR), P. L. M aubeuge (France), V. V. Menner  (USSR), D. P atru - 
lius (Rumania), J. R icour (France), presided at the section meetings. After 
the section meetings, the members of the Colloquium could inspect the Jurassic 
collection of the Institute.

The two-day section meetings were followed by a four-day excursion, 
during which problems could be examined and cleared up in situ. The closing 
session of the Colloquium took place immediately after completion of the 
geological excursion and the programme ended with sight-seeing at Lake 
Balaton.

The Colloquium on Mediterranean Mesozoic Stratigraphy was a good 
opportunity for demonstrating the Hungarian Jurassic to the foreign specialists 
who expressed their appreciation in respect of our methods of research, the 
careful artificial exposures, and the unmat ched beauty of the Geological Nature 
Conservation Area at Tata. Thanks to the fact that a member of the Templom
hegy sequence at Villány, formerly believed to belong to the Bathonian, was 
recognized to be of the Pliensbachian (Carixian) age, the Colloquium did 
contribute with this new information to the knowledge of the Jurassic in 
Hungary.

On September- 4, the Subcommission on Jurassic Stratigraphy, Commission 
o f Stratigraphy, IUGS, held a special meeting on the occasion of the Collo
quium.

Between September 4 and 8, an international

CONFERENCE ON BAU XITE GEOLOGY

vras organized under the joint auspices of the Hungarian Geological Institute 
and the Hungarian Trust of Aluminium Industry.

The subject of the Conference wras the following:
Genesis and distribution of karstic bauxites of the Mediterranean type, their
paleogeographic significance, stratigraphic position, and mode of occurrence.
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In the Conference 83 experts of 13 countries took part. 33 papers were 
received by the Organizing Committee, 28 of them were presented orally. 
The Conference was inaugurated on September 4 by director D r . J. F ü löp . 
Afterwards the general reports of the plenary session were delivered. The rest 
of the papers were presented on September 5, in the sections Geology-Strati
graphy and Mineralogy-Geochemistry.

On the inaugurating day director F ülöp handed over a memorial medal 
to a few prominent experts in bauxite geology: G. d ’A rgenio  (Italy), G. I. 
B ushinsky  (USSR), A. Grubic  (Yugoslavia), A. F. de L apparent  (France), 
J. N icolas (France), В. C. R oy  and M. K. R o y -Ch o w d h u ry  (India), D. G. 
Sapozhnikov (USSR). A memorial medal was also given to D r . Gy . D obos, 
director general of the Hungarian Trust of Aluminium Industry and D r . K. 
B arnabás , chief geologist of the same firm.

The Exhibition on Bauxite Geology organized on the Institute’s premises, 
an exhibition which was to show the variety of karstic bauxites, characteristic 
profiles of deposits and paleogeographic maps of the Mediterranean region, 
was crowned with success. G u i d e s  to the Exhibition were distributed 
among the participants in Hungarian, Russian and French.

After the section meetings, on September 6 and 7, a two-day field trip fol
lowed to the Transdanubian Central Mountains, where the members were 
shown the most significant bauxite deposits and contemporaneous Cretaceous 
formations of this country. On September 8, in the morning, the participants 
o f the excursion paid a visit to the headquarters of the Bauxite Prospecting 
Enterprise at Balatonalmádi, where an exhibition was organized on the occasion 
of the Conference. On this day, in the afternoon the closing session of the 
Conference took place, at which the presented papers and the results of the 
geological excursion were discussed and evaluated. The discussions were 
directed by J. N icolas (France) and Gy . Bárdossy  (Hungary).

On the occasion of the Conference, the complete list of references con
cerned with Hungarian bauxite geology and the list of names and addresses 
o f the Hungarian experts in bauxite geology were published, in an effort to 
improve foreign relations.

The Conference provided an opportunity for both demonstrating and 
propagating the result of Hungarian bauxite geology at an international scale. 
Beside subjects of purely scientific character, practical problems were also 
discussed (shaft-drilling, active water control in mines, organization of pros
pecting, etc.).

Between September 4 and 8, under the auspices of the Hungarian Geolo
gical Society, an international

COLLOQUIUM ON NEOCENE STRATIGRAPHY

was organized.
The agenda of the Colloquium included the following topics:

1. Presentation of the standard stratigraphic profiles of Mediterranean Neogene 
sequences.

2. Stratigraphic scale and facio-stratotypes of the Paratethys.
3. Demonstration and discussion of Neogene paleogeographic and facies maps.
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The Colloquium had 155 members from 22 countries. 35 papers were 
presented in three sections (Miocene, Pliocene and palaeontology) on September 
4 and 5. They were published before the meeting. I. Csepreg h y -Meznerics 
(Hungary), J. Senes (Czechoslovakia), 0. S. V ialov  (USSR), P. Stevan ovic  
(Yugoslavia), L. Strau sz, L. B ogsch (Hungary), A. P app  (Austria), E. N ag y  
(Hungary) acted as chairmen. The section meetings were held on the piemises 
of the Hungarian Geological Society.

Director F ülöp handed over the Institute’s centenary medal to the 
following members of the Colloquium: R . J anoschek (Austria), R. Selli 
(Italy), J. Senes (Czechoslovakia), P. Stevanovic  (Yugoslavia), 0 . S. V ialov  
(USSR).

Between September 6 and 8, the members of the Colloquium made a 
three-day excursion following the route: Salgótarján-Eger-Várpalota-Bala- 
tonfüred-Pécs. The demonstrated geological sections illustrate well the three 
main Neogene areas of Hungary. During the excursion the members had ani
mated discussions focussed on the problems of stratigraphic terminology and 
classification.

During the Colloquium meetings were also held by the 
COMMITTEE ON MEDITERRANEAN NEOGENE STRATIGRAPHY

and its
PARATETHYS W ORKING GROUP.

The importance of the Colloquium has been enhanced by the fact that 
the Paratethys Working Group of the Committee on Mediterranean Neogene 
Stratigraphy declared it as its official meeting and that the new stratigraphic 
nomenclature established for the Paratethys realm was first presented here.

Between September 6 and 8 an international
COLLOQUIUM ON EOCENE STRATIGRAPHY

was organized. It was to discuss the current problems of the Mediterranean 
and epicontinental Eocene.

The following items were on the agenda:
1. Research of Mediterranean and epicontinental Middle Eocene sequences on 

the basis of standard sections.
2. Studies in Middle Eocene facies.
3. Stratigraphy and biostratigraphy of the Middle Eocene.

The Colloquium had 90 attending members from 14 countries, 27 jiapers 
were received by the Organizing Committee.

The Colloquium began with a two-day excursion which followed the route 
Ótokod-Nyergesúj falu- Lábatlan -  Baj ót -  Gá nt -Szőc -  Bálát onhegy- Darvast ó, 
and ended on the third day with a debate session at Tihany.

The bronze memorial medal of the Institute was awarded to the Collo
quium’s members as follows: A. A. Gabr ielia n  (USSR), L. H ottinger 
(Switzerland), G. L. N emkov (USSR), С. H. P omerol (France), K. P ozaryska
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(Poland), О. Samuel (Czechoslovakia), H. Schaub (Switzerland), E. V oigt 
{German Federal Republik), A. L. Y anshin  (USSR).

On September 9, 1969 we had the
CENTENARY D A Y

when the international ceremonies connected with the hundredth anniversary 
of the Institute’s founding were celebrated.

At 10 a.m. a Centenary Festival took place in the assembly hall of the 
central “ Rózsa Ferenc” mansion of ÉDOSZ. In this meeting a great number 
of Hungarian and foreign guests took part.

Seats on the rostrum were occupied by M. Batisse , K . B alogh , V. B ese , 
M. Collignon , К. Ch . D unham , J. F ülöp , F. L évárd i, L. Majzo n , M. Mr o - 
zo w sk y , E. N emecz, M. Óvár i, A. R u ttner , M. K. R o y , E. Szád eczky - 
K ardoss, A. P. V in o g rad o v .

The following colleagues of the Hungarian Geological Institute took 
seats there: S. B allabás , G. Csajág h y , M. F öld vá r i-V ogl, P. Gyarm ati, 
G. H ámor, F. H egedűs, R. H e t é n y i, Á. Jám bor , I. Já r á n y i, I. K a p l a y - 
Sch ey , J. K onda , M. K retzo i, J. Marczis, I. Na g y , E. N a g y , J. N oszky , 
M. Orosz-H ajós, G. R ischák , A. R ónai, L. Sze b é n y i, E. R. Schmidt, A. 
T asnádi K ubacska , Gy . V arg a , E. V arg a -T eleg d i, S. V ég h .

The Festival was opened by the Government representative D r . F, 
L evárd i, minister of heavy industry. Then D r . J. F ülöp , President of the 
Central Geological Office, Director of the Hungarian Geological Institute 
delivered a speech about the Institute’s past, present and future. Afterwards 
the following addresses were delivered by
D r . E lemér Szádeczky-K ardoss, academician, prof., secretary of the Eaith Sciences 

and Mining Division, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, director of the Geochemical 
Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences

D r . E. Nemecz, university professor, chairman of the Hungarian Geological Society 
D r . A nton Ruttner, director of the Geologische Bundesanstalt, Vienna 
D r . Sc. K ingsley Charles Dunham , professor, president of the International Union 

of Geological Sciences, director of the Institute of Geological Sciences, London 
D r . és sei. Michel B atisse, representative of the Director General of UNESCO, director 

of the Division des Recherches relatives aux ressources naturelles, UNESCO 
D r . A leksandr Pavlovich V inogradov, academician, director of the Vernadsky 

Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Academy of Sciences of 
the USSR, secretary of the Earth Sciences Division, Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR

D r . és sei. Maurice Collignon, academician, retired genera], representative of the 
French Academy of Sciences

D r . Mieczyslaw  Mrozowsky, president of the Centrany Urzad Geologii 
D r . Bhabes Chandra R o y , vice-president of the International Union of Geological 

Sciences, retired director general of the Geological Survey of India.

The festive meeting ended in a very warm and solemn atmosphere. After 
the meeting the Institute’s director received distinguished guests and handed 
the centenary medal over to them.

In the afternoon nearly a thousand guests were shown round the Institute’s 
headquarters and visited the exhibitions on the Institute’s history, the geolo
gical and paleontological exhibitions, etc.
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The Centenary Day ended with a reception in the National Gallery, a 
coctail party given by D r . J. F ü lö p  in the honour of the Hungarian and 
foreign guests.

On the eve of the Centenary, the World’s geological surveys were invited 
to join the Hungarian Geological Institute in compiling a volume of papers 
reviewing the tasks imposed by modern life on geological surveys. In this 
connection the following topics were proposed:

— preparation of up-to-date geological maps,
— complex regional geological research,
— up-to-date methods of recording and processing scientific information.

In reply to this invitation 21 papers were received by the Organizing 
Committee. Of these, 19 were delivered and discussed in two sections on

THE D A Y OF THE GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTES OF THE W ORLD

arranged on September 10 in the Institute’s building.
This meeting had 293 participants from 39 countries. Official represen

tatives came from Austria, Canada, France, the German Democratic Republic, 
India, the Netherlands, Poland, the United Kingdom, the USA and the USSR 
and they gave a cross-section of activities in these countries. Although this 
meeting was not intended to have a follow-up whatever, the participants 
declared it to be an initiative worth of being further developed and the mate
rials are in se calling for the continuation of this work. The publication of the 
proceedings of this meeting is financially supported by UNESCO.

On the occasion of the Day of the Geological Institutes of the World 
and under its auspices, an

INTERNATIONAL EXH IBITIO N  OF MA PS

was organized. The Institute’s corridors provided space enough for exhibiting 
the rich material.Beside the Hungarian material filling up 16 boards, an exhaus
tive variety of maps were received from the following countries: Albania, 
Africa, Czechoslovakia, Canada, France, India, Italy, Morocco, Poland, 
Rumania, Nepal, New Zealand, the Soviet Union, Switzerland and the United 
Kingdom.

The specialists, attending the Centenary celebrations of the Hungarian 
Geological Institute, took the opportunity of their stay in Budapest to hold, 
on September 10, 1969, meetings of the

COMMISSION ON STRATIGRAPHY, IUGS 

and the
INTERNATIONAL PALEONTOLOGICAL UNION.

In collaboration with the International Union of Geological Sciences 
(IUGS), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) had prepared a draft for an International Geological Correlation-
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Programme. This draft-programme was discussed at a Preparatory Meeting 
of Experts held in Budapest between September 11 and 16, 1969. In order 
to enable the experts renowned in geological sciences to participate in the 
hundred-year celebrations of the Hungarian Geological Institute, UNESCO 
had decided to convene the meeting at this time and in Budapest. Accordingly, 
UNESCO experts arrived in Budapest as early as September 9 and took part 
in the major ceremonies of the Centenary, and set to work on the project.

On the part of Hungary the responsibility of organizing the UNESCO 
meeting in Budapest was overtaken by the Hungarian National Commission 
fcr UNESCO and the Central Geological Office of Hungary. The meeting was 
housed in the building of the Hungarian Geological Institute.

In the meeting 91 outstanding experts from five continents took part. 
Observers were delegated by the United Nations Organization, International 
Council of Scientific Unions, Commission for the Geological Map of the World, 
the International Association for the Genesis of Ore Deposits, the International 
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, the International Paleontological Union 
and the International Association of Engineering Geology.

On September 11, the meeting was officially opened in the Assembly 
Hall of the Institute. At the inaugural session, on behalf o f the Government 
of the host country, Du. J. F ülöp, President of the Central Geological Office 
of Hungary, Director of the Hungarian Geological Institute, welcomed the 
participants. He was joined by university professor S. L en g y el , President 
of the Hungarian National Commission for UNESCO, by Dr . M. B atisse , 
Director o f Natural Resources Research Division of UNESCO, representing 
the Director-General, and by Dr . K. C. D unham , President of the International 
Union of Geological Sciences.

The Budapest meeting elected Dr . E. N emecz (Hungary) as its Chair
man.

In his opening address, D r . B atisse emphasized that the major purpose 
of the meeting was on the one hand to carry further technical preparations 
for the content and organization of IGCP, and on the other hand to take a 
first official step in bringing this new programme through UNESCO proce
dures.

The draft of the International Geological Correlation Programme was 
discussed in 7 working groups, with 15 to 20 experts working in each. Hungary 
could delegate experts and observers to all the working groups dealing with 
the following subjects:

7. Clarification of stratigraphic principles, terminology and procedures.
2. Standard definition for the principal units of the world-wide chronostratigraphic 

scale.
3. Application and evaluation of methods of time correlation.
4. Promotion of quantitative methods and data processing with respect to geological 

correlation.
5. Study of patterns in time and space of geological events.
6. Study of the genesis of economic deposits in relation to other events of earth 

history.
7. Organizations, co-ordination and execution of the programme and the methods to 

be used.
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The Central Geological Office of Hungary organized a special excursion 
programme, both technical and cultural, for the participants of the UNESCO 
meeting. In this connection the participants o f the excursion were shown 
the Kálvária-domb Nature Conservation Area at Tata, the springs Fényes at 
the same locality and a 500,000-year-old campsite of early man at Vértes- 
szőllős.

In conjunction with the Centenary, the Earth Sciences and Mining Divi
sion, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, organized between September 11 and 
19, 1969 the
IXth CONGRESS OF THE CARPATHO-BALKAN GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

The scientific work of the Congress was focussed on the following sub
jects :

(1) Relationship between Metamorphism and Tectonics in the CBD (Carpathian - 
Balkan-Dinaric) Area.

(2) Problems of Post-Magmatic Rock and Ore Genesis in the CBD Area.
(3) Facies Maps and Studies.
(4) Distribution of Rare Elements in Sedimentary Deposits.
(5) Migration and Genesis of Hydrocarbons in the CBD Area.
(6) Engineering Geology and Hydrogeology of Lowlands in the CBD Area.
(7) Regional Geophysics of the CBD Area.

On the occasion of the Congress the following CBD Committees held 
meetings:

(a) Mineralogical and Geochemical Committee and its Sub-Committee on Absolute 
Age Determination,

(b) Endogene Petrological Committee,
(c) Sedimentological Committee,
(d) Stratigraphic, Paleogeographical and Paleontological Committee,
(e) Tectonic Committee,
(f) Geological Mapping Committee,
(g) Geophysical Committee,
(h) Hydrogeological Committee.

As an integral part of the Congress, from September 14 to September 17, 
five geological excursions were organized: Transdanubian Central Mountains, 
North Hungary, Lowlands, Oilfields and Geophysics.

The Congress was attended by 386 members from 16 countries. 182 
papers were presented in the two main topics. The closing session of the Con
gress took place in the Assembly Hall of the Hungarian Geological Institute. 
The Congress members decided to convene further congresses every fourth 
year (so the next one in 1973). Czechoslovakia declared her readiness to organ
ize the X lh Congress.

In the final analysis, we can conclude that all the meetings and sessions 
of the Centenary Year were fruitful. Success was promoted by the fact that

MÄFI Évi Jelentés 1969. évről
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the papers of the Colloquia recensed by the Organizing Committee had 
been translated into several languages, reproduced and distributed among 
the members. All lectures, the contributions to them and the explanations 
during the excursions were synchronously interpreted into English, French, 
German and Russian.

Those who were given the centenary medal designed by sculptor W a l t e r  
M a d a r a s s y  and coined by the State Mint, expressed their sincere gratitude 
for the distinction.

Similarly flattered were those who received attractive copies of the book 
on the Institute’s history printed in Hungarian and English by the publishing 
house Franklin Nyomda.

Let us mention here that the Hungarian Post issued a series of coloured 
stamps consisting of eight items jDortraying minerals and fossils deriving 
from Hungarian territory and deposited in the Institute’s museum.

We have the impression that we managed to pay due tribute to the jmst 
one hundred years of Hungarian geology and that the Centenary has provided 
us with valuable facilities which may help us to solve further tasks.

We should like to record our gratitude to the Nation’s leaders and to our 
guests, foreign and Hungarian, for the words of appreciation they were so 
kind to say. Their good wishes have made us stronger and have stimulated 
all members on the Institute’s staff to make their best in order to amplify 
the reputation of Hungarian geology and to promote efficiently the welfare 
of the people of this country in the next one hundred years.

D r . József F ülöp 
Director
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Distribution of participants in the Centenary meetings 
of the Hungarian Geological Institute

Table 1

3*
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Continuation of table 1


